
00:00:52 Ted Baker: GM 

00:01:05 Mike Giello: GM 

00:01:06 Leigh ß: good morning 

00:01:07 Nab Ghobriel: Good mrning 

00:01:07 James Sanders: GM! 

00:01:12 Frank Slegtenhorst: GA 

00:01:12 Eric Schluter: Good morning! 

00:01:16 Janel Shyver: good morning 

00:01:18 Ben Birdsell: Good morning everyone 

00:01:23 Ron Ryder: Cheers! 

00:01:49 Janel Shyver: yes 

00:01:55 Leigh ß: lol... 

00:02:08 Ben Birdsell: I’m Doing well, and I agree, it’s been a busy week! 

00:03:03 Thomas Leong: The winters in Chicago doesn't last as long as the communist 

government 

00:03:25 Leigh ß: chicago i hear is a colder place... everyone from there talks about.. 

00:03:38 Thomas Leong: my ninjatrader isn't working this morning 

00:04:21 Leigh ß: at least the exchange computers in chicago dont overheat lol. 

00:05:01 Thomas Leong: Have you talked with Kye about the Apex Guys, I tried their free 

traderoom and couldn't get in and couldn't get through to their phone number.  Wasn't sure if those 

guys were legit? 

00:07:17 Leigh ß: thomas -- there are legit -- they respond to emails and prefer a help desk ticket. 

00:11:19 Thomas Leong: 21 on a 30 

00:12:34 graham baldwin: high Leigh 

00:12:49 Thomas Leong: Thanks Leigh, was thinking about doing their funding program 

00:12:56 Leigh ß: hi graham 

00:13:06 Anand Jagdeo: Good morning. Can you please start over and go slower with the chart 

building 

00:13:11 Thomas Leong: I can't remember what happened Sept 17 



00:14:37 Thomas Leong: maybe you can show us a bond thing at an upcoing signal lab, we like 

bonds 

00:16:18 Thomas Leong: should that be >15 and rising? 

00:18:06 Leigh ß: Sept 17 -- Core Signal Stack ->> Multi MA Cross Zones + Target and Stop Grid + 

Candlestick Pattern Portfolio 

00:19:05 Thomas Leong: If you're new welcom, its a grat program 

00:21:21 Thomas Leong: makes sense 

00:22:00 Marcos Martins: Hello everyone, God morning and sorry I am late. My first 

session. 

00:23:13 Calvin Reeves: 1-2-3 is Elliott Wave impulsive move 

00:23:24 Thomas Leong: I take 2 and get stopped out at 3 a lot of the time 

00:23:25 Leigh ß: Hi Marcos...welcome. 

00:23:56 graham baldwin: hi marcos 

00:24:16 Marcos Martins: thanks a lot to all. 

00:24:29 Ron Ryder: Could you make your chart monitor full screen? 

00:25:05 Anand Jagdeo: are these sessions recorded for playback 

00:27:07 Thomas Leong: Do we have a range extreme indicator in signal lab? 

00:27:34 Leigh ß: ron -- theres a little bar inbetween the window and craigs bald head that you 

can slide left or right to enlarge window. 

00:27:58 Thomas Leong: yes full screen 

00:28:33 Anand Jagdeo: are you going to be calling some live setups 

00:29:06 theodoor schoemakers: y 

00:29:32 Thomas Leong: stop is just below the channel 

00:29:58 Calvin Reeves: is there a way to put Craig on top so the chart is larger? 

00:30:55 graham baldwin: you can change the zoom ration at the top 

00:31:05 Thomas Leong: you can slide the chart to theright so craig is smaller 

00:31:12 Ron Ryder: Thanks Leigh 

00:36:24 Thomas Leong: order flow is a better indication of what's happening with buyers and 

sellers than candlesticks because candlesticks don't takie into account volume 

00:36:51 Miguel Andres Rosas: Order Flow indicator? or VWAP? 



00:40:44 Thomas Leong: your stop is above structure not above the channel 

00:40:55 graham baldwin: any deals on order flow indicator? 

00:41:44 graham baldwin: ok 

00:42:00 Calvin Reeves: order is included ifyou purchase Ninja 

00:42:22 Ben Birdsell: Sept 17 was a great lab. It requires some advanced chart construction 

with the multiple timeframes and combines multiple strategies into one. What makes this stack so great 

is the combination of so some of the most effective strategies. This stack is worth the time it takes to 

process, create and understand. If you’re new to Signal Lab, this stack may look overwhelming but it’s a 

great stack and well worth your time to understand. Craig will help you get through this if you need. 

00:43:10 Craig Hill: craig@ninjacators.com 

00:43:34 Craig Hill: support@ninjacators.com 

00:44:45 Ted Baker: Do these indicator settings work the same on the micros? 

00:44:58 Ben Birdsell: Yes, Kyle is also a great resource and happy to help. 

00:46:05 Thomas Leong: I'm taking profits on reversals because their fake outs 

00:47:52 Mike Giello: I the Sept 17th stack like the one your showing us now? 

00:54:38 Mike Giello: is 

00:54:52 Calvin Reeves: you can chart the mini and trade the micro 

00:55:54 Thomas Leong: CPI coming up 

00:58:21 Miguel Andres Rosas: SO the order flow pro by itself is enough? I may exchange signal 

lab with order flow? 

01:06:25 Calvin Reeves: you can watch archived labs 

01:07:11 Miguel Andres Rosas: ok thanks 

01:07:38 graham baldwin: can you show the difference advantage/pro 

01:08:56 Ted Baker: When using the indicators does it matter what trading hours you use in 

the data series? 

01:16:34 Pauline Kong: Good morning everyone.  Happy Friday!!! 

01:17:22 Henry Hunter: The major candlestick patterns are amplified with this stack? 

01:19:07 Ted Baker: 24/7 or index ETH 

01:19:15 Kayson: Contrast btwn mini and micro data is really evident on NQ/MNQ. News related 

lows are like 30pts different 

01:26:08 graham baldwin: can you show pro quickly? 



01:28:30 graham baldwin: I have the trim version - any deal on pro? 

01:29:09 Ted Baker: Gotta Run... Thanks Craig! Very informative! Can't wait to try this out! 

01:29:15 Richard Butnik: What' your email? 

01:29:30 Craig Hill: craig@ninjacators.com 

01:34:09 Craig Hill: support@ninjacators.com 

01:34:09 Marcos Martins: where can we download those templates? 

01:34:53 James Sanders: Damn, I had to take a phone call but wanted to hear what you had to 

say about order flow, when do you think this session will be available to review, thanks! 

01:35:07 Marcos Martins: thank you 

01:35:12 James Sanders: Yes!! 

01:36:17 James Sanders: THANK YOU!! 

01:36:38 Kayson: Yup. Kids school called me at 9:30 couple times and those u have to take 

01:42:58 Richard Butnik: Are you using options with these trades? Are they Day trades or 1 to 2 

days 

01:50:50 Pauline Kong: it was on 2nd pg 

01:53:17 Henry Hunter: stockfetcher is free? 

01:53:47 Henry Hunter: great will try it 

01:53:58 Miguel Andres Rosas: thank you!!! 

01:57:14 Frank Slegtenhorst: Do you buy options close to expiration date? 

02:01:34 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks 

02:02:19 Leigh ß: was busy in workshop :-) 

02:03:37 Frank Slegtenhorst: I want to do more with swingtrading but find it hard to find the  

right stocks. This could be  a good strategy. Cool. 

02:08:49 Thomas Leong: My losers are bigger than my winners. 

02:09:13 Thomas Leong: i' do get 80% winners 

02:10:04 Thomas Leong: The market just sits there and I get bored and take profits just before it 

goes 

02:10:49 Thomas Leong: do pushups 

02:13:57 Thomas Leong: can you make it stop on close so you don't get stopped intrabar? 



02:15:03 Ben Birdsell: Thomas, I developed an option strategy that had a 95% win rate and still 

only had a 3.5% return. One losing trade out of five ate most of my profits. 

02:15:16 Mike Giello: can you show how to do that again 

02:16:06 Frank Slegtenhorst: Amazing Ben your hitrate 

02:16:36 Leigh ß: ninjatrader doesnt support advanced order types.. no stop on close. 

02:18:49 Ben Birdsell: Frank, thanks…I decided Futures would provide a better return and 

eventually wound up here in Signal lab. Doing better now, haha 

02:19:05 John: Yes DLTR 

02:19:31 John: Option took one contract off still have another waiting 

02:22:48 Leigh ß: yes 

02:24:23 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks Graig. Great session. Have a nice weekend everyone 

02:26:28 Leigh ß: thanks frank, have a good one. 

02:27:43 Leigh ß: i know what you mean, a blend. 

02:29:22 Kayson: Have a good one folks. Leigh, big race on Sunday. Anything like last Sunday will 

be crazy 

02:29:58 Frank Slegtenhorst: Leigh what you do is perfect. Stocks and options is investing and 

waiting and during the waiting you do futures, which demand your attention during the trade 

02:30:00 Leigh ß: kayson -- will catch up with all that, great....thanks. 

02:30:02 Tara Zodmi: My first day with you all from Brussels. Have a nice week end everyone ! 

02:30:38 Ram Reddy: Craig, Fantastic 1st session... 

02:30:59 Leigh ß: true...thanks frank. 

02:31:08 theodoor schoemakers: y 

02:31:16 Craig Hill: craig@ninjacators.com 

02:31:26 Leigh ß: thanks craig 

02:31:30 Leigh ß: have a great weekend, take care everyone 

02:31:39 Ben Birdsell: Another great session! Thanks Craig. 

02:31:42 theodoor schoemakers: tx 


